
SL18XP1 SINGLE-STAGE  
HEAT PUMP

The quietest and most efficient single-stage  
heat pump you can buy* 



Innovative SilentComfort™ technology combines thick insulation, 
vibration resistance and a specially shaped fan blade to greatly 
reduce sound levels.

PERFECT SILENCE

EffICIEnCy 
InnovaTIonS

SOLAR-READY
The SL18XP1 can be combined with solar roof 
modules in a SunSource® Home Energy System to 
reduce heating and cooling costs by up to half.

INTELLIFROST™ DEFROST CONTROL 
During winter months, this technology helps 
prevent freezing and icing of the fan blades to 
ensure reliable and efficient operation. 

DUAL-FUEL-CApABLE
When the SL18XP1 is installed with a 
compatible furnace, it creates a system that can 
switch back and forth between electricity and 
gas automatically, based on whichever is most 
cost-efficient for the weather conditions at the 
time.

ADDITIONAL SAvINGS
The SL18XP1 can potentially qualify you for 
federal energy tax credits and local utility 
rebates. See your Lennox Dealer for details.

With efficiencies of up to 18.50 SEER and 10.20 HSPf**, 
the SL18XP1 can help save you hundreds of dollars per 
year in energy bills, compared to an older heat pump.

PEAK 
EFFICIENCY

 

The SL18XP1 has earned the ENERGY STAR® 
certification, which means it meets or  
exceeds guidelines set forth by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency.

Even when installed outside a bedroom window, 
the SL18XP1 lets you rest peacefully. 



ComfoRT 
InnovaTIonS

ELECTRONIC SENSOR TEChNOLOGY
The SilentComfort motor built into the SL18XP1 
has sensors that provide extremely reliable 
starting and running performance, no matter  
the weather conditions.

ICOMFORT®-ENABLED
The SL18XP1 works with the iComfort® S30 
Ultra Smart Thermostat to adapt cooling and 
heating settings to match your family’s routine.

PRECISE PERFORMANCE
The precision scroll compressor inside the 
SL18XP1 keeps the unit operating at peak 
performance, even through the hottest summers, 
to deliver a more consistent temperature.

RUGGEDLY 
ENGINEERED

The exclusive Lennox® Quantum™ coil inside the SL18XP1 
has an aluminum alloy construction that helps it resist 
corrosion, even in harsh conditions like coastal environments.

*Heat pumps have sound ratings established per aHRI’s test standard: aHRI 270-08 (february 2015). The SL18XP1 has the lowest sound rating of any single-stage heat 
pump of any major U.S. brand of heat pump equipment. Efficiency claim based on comparison of single-stage heat pump products’ SEER and HSPf as published in aHRI 
in June 2015. The SL18XP1 has a maximum rated efficiency of 18.50 SEER and 10.20 HSPf.

**The cooling efficiency rating for heat pumps is Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio, or SEER. The heating rating is Heating Seasonal Performance factor, or HSPf. The higher 
the SEER and HSPf, the better the energy performance, and the more you save.

***applies to residential applications only. See actual warranty certificate for details.
note: Due to Lennox’ ongoing commitment to quality, specifications and ratings are subject to change without notice.

pEACE-OF-MIND pROTECTION
The SL18XP1 comes with a 10-year limited warranty on  
the compressor and all remaining covered components.***

TM

®



BUILD A SIGNATURE® SYSTEM
The SL18XP1 is part of the Dave Lennox Signature® 
Collection, the most advanced line of equipment 
Lennox makes. Every furnace, air handler, heat 
pump and air conditioner in the Signature 
collection is built from premium materials, and 
designed to bring the highest level of innovation  
to home comfort.

FINANCING YOUR COMFORT  
Enjoy more comfort and purchasing power. Take 
advantage of flexible financing options that allow 
you to enjoy the innovation, precision and 
efficiency of Lennox on your terms.*

14.00-18.50

24.5

* Subject to credit approval. Minimum monthly payments required.  
See your Lennox Dealer for details.
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